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Teachers are facilitators of learning and constantly nurture every learner despite of low net pay. The determination of a teacher to achieve the ultimate goal of education and the needs for survival are the main reasons why there are teachers who are very much dedicated to teach and their passion to impart or share knowledge among learners is immeasurable.

In the field of teaching, being acquainted with the use of technologies are not the only important thing to the learning process, it is also in terms on how we face our students in imparting knowledge. Yes indeed! Teachers are role models, not only in words but also in actions even in appearance or in grooming. Managing to be attractively dressed includes the utilization of teachers' resources. Wearing accessories while facing the students can contribute to appearance. These can make important contributions to physical appearance while teaching if wisely selected. It requires attention if an attire is to contribute as much as possible and not detract for teachers’ appearance. Your understanding of how effectively use accessories can be increased as seek answers on how can wisely-chosen accessories increase the wear ability of garments and what are some guides for teaching effective yet inexpensive attires. Thus, the wear ability of some dress or clothes, is increased when accessories are used so that it can be worn more than one season and or different occasions.

Moreover, most of us would prefer to wear sweatshirts and flip-flops to work, but when you’re an elementary or grade school teacher, such luxuries are completely out of the question. Students, their parents, administrators, and the greater community all need
to put their trust into educators to be mature, professional, capable, and competent. Like it or not, our outer appearance is their first indicator of these inner characteristics (Lewis, 2018).

Likewise, here are some of the factors that should go into choosing your teaching attire according to Beth Lewis:

- Comfort
- Professionalism, and
- Individual personality

The challenge to improve oneself lies on how a teacher accepts this change. Let us consider that the goal of education is for the attainment of students’ maximum learning. Hence, if you want to look more attractive and not only effective mentors among the 21st century learners, enhance your teaching attire as part of being a role model so as students will be motivated to learn!
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